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Abstract

Today the most important services which have been supported by mobile networks

are phoning, video or data transfer. However, the recent development of new mobile

technologies like Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) or High-

Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA), which provide users with broadband mobile

services, has enabled the access to permanent online services on mobile devices.

New applications like online gaming or blogging have entered into mobile networks.

They are strongly influenced by networks impairments. This way, there are new

requirements which need to be taken into account in order to improve this kind of

networks and the Quality of Service (QoS) which is perceived by mobile users of these

new real time interactive multimedia services.

One of the most important within these new applications can be said to be

online gaming. There are a lot of online games, like First Person Shooter (FPS) for

fast action, Real Time Strategy (RTS) for slow interaction, and Massive Multiplayer

Online Games (MMOGs) which are actually the most popular. This thesis is focused

on MMOGs, as their particular characteristics and the fact that they have been

proved to have delay sensitiveness, made them interesting from the point of view of

this research.

The main question which has motivated this work is how does the user experience

this application. An answer to this question would allow to determine if MMO gaming

is actually possible in mobile networks with a high QoS, and which factors must be

considered in order to achieve it.

In this direction, the initial step is to develop a test setup which can provide Mean

of Opinion Scores (MOS) results through subjective quality evaluation for MMOG

games. The final purpose of this work is to propose a MOS metric which allows to

define the perceived QoS of MMOGs for given parameters in mobile networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

An online game is a game played over some forms of computer networks, typically

the Internet. The expansion of online gaming results directly from the growth of

computer networks from small local networks to the Internet. We need to keep

in mind the significant increase of broadband Internet services in the recent years,

attracting millions of new subscribers each month. In 2008, there was 452 million

global broadband subscribers [1] connected with high speed data transfer rates, being

in position to participate in online games. Computer and video game industry sales in

United States climbed to 22 billion dollars in 2008, with entertainment software sales

of 11.7 billion dollars. Furthermore, in 2007, 51% of most frequent games players

said that they played online games (up from 19% in 2000) [2],[3].

On the other hand, online games are not any more necessarily games played on

personal computers as most of the newer game consoles, including the PlayStation

Portable, PlayStation 3, Xbox 360, Nintendo DS and Wii can access the Internet and

may therefore run online games, and even offer social networks integrated to their

shell.

Online gaming has even begun to move into the mobile phone market. Players

can also access games from their smartphone or Personal Digital Assistant (PDA).

UMTS is one of the third-generation (3G) mobile telecommunications technologies.

It allows users to connect to Internet with a data transfer rate of 384 kbit/s in the

downlink connection, providing mobile broadband services. Furthermore, since 2006

many UMTS networks have been or are in the process of being upgraded with HSDPA,

sometimes known as 3.5G. Currently, HSDPA enables higher downlink transfer speeds

at lower delays (theoretically up to 14.1 Mbit/s). This new technology improves the

spectral efficiency, providing a higher radio bandwidth. This way, the development

of these new technologies mades it possible to access to permanent online services

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

like online games from mobile devices. In 2008, 36% of households in USA reported

that they played online games on wireless devices, such as cell phone or PDA [4].

One of the main advantages of online games is the ability to offer multiplayer

games, where players around the whole world are able to interact with each other by

competing or in cooperation terms, connected through Internet via a game server. In

the last years this kind of games has reached a significant importance, which keeps on

growing. The traffic generated by these games has been increased, representing an

important portion of the global Internet traffic, and becoming an attractive subject of

research. Several studies have tried to model the traffic and the parameters which can

influence the QoS perceived by users of multiplayer online games, see [6],[7],[8],[9]

and [10].

Actually, most of these studies are centred on FPSs in which the player acts

and sees the action from the point of view of the game character. They use to

be round based, with short matches of about 15 minutes and several matches in

one session. They have strict requirements regarding to latency (end-to-end delay

between players, or between players and the server) because of the nature of the

game, as players are able to notice even low delays between their actions and the

actions of the avatars. RTSs should be considered an important part of online games

too. They are a genre of computer war games which do not progress in turns, but in

real time. The participants act indirectly (through orders) over units and structures

under their control or try to destroy their opponents’ assets. They don’t have such

strict requirements about latency, as players can tolerate much higher delays without

decreasing the enjoyment of the game. These two kinds of games do not create a

persistent world, but create a playing arena for the purpose of a single game or round.

This way, they need to rely on a game server used only for that round, and there can

be numerous servers all around the world.

MMOGs have recently become the most popular games within the online com-

munity, with a total market of 30-60 million active users [5]. This thesis is focused

on them, as due to their particular characteristics they usually require a reliable un-

derlying transport protocol. Consequently they have been proved to be forced to

deal with high delays, which mades them interesting from the point of view of this

research.

This way, the increasing repercussion of massive multiplayer online games, the

expectation of a successful deployment of HSDPA networks and the increase of online

games played on wireless devices lead to focus this thesis on the perceived QoS of

MMOGs in mobile environments.

1.2 Recent Work

Within the recent work in this area, there are a lot of papers showing an analysis of

the traffic generated by online games. Such game traffic analysis is usually divided
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into four phases. The first one is data collection, by installing traffic monitor software

in the game server, if possible, and the client. The second phase is data analysis,

which involves a precise description of game traffic characteristics. After that, the

third phase is traffic model establishment, which can be performed in two ways,

either by deducing and calculating the required parameters from traffic characteristics,

either by choosing a Probability Density Function (PDF) similar in shape to traffic

characteristics. Finally, in the last phase the model has to be validated, first through

theory and then by simulation.

Hierarchy Relative Least Square (HLRS) method has been proposed in [6] as a

suitable method when modelling online games traffic. This method consists of divid-

ing the data packet length of game into four sections, and each section is given a

different weight, according to the proportion of the different sections in the total traf-

fic. The method of Least Squares (LS) is used for modeling game traffic. FPS game

traffic analysis shows that the server sends game state information to each client

where packets are read and processed. Clients synchronize the server game states

with their local game states, process player commands and return update packets

with the player’s movement and states information. Both client and server tend to

employ small, highly frequent User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packets because of the

game’s dynamics. This protocol allows communication between applications without

a previous connection establishment. As a result, UDP provides an unreliable service

as packets can arrive out of order or duplicated or even be lost, but it is used when

the time responsiveness (delay) is the main important factor to be considered. It

is the case of FPS games, which as explained before show very strict delay require-

ments. Experiment results show that HRLS method can model game traffic in a high

precision, so that it is more suitable for modeling game traffic. However, this method

has only been proved to model the traffic of a shooting game, with its characteristics

of short cycle and fast frequency.

This way, in order to correctly analyze MMOG traffic, we require to keep in

mind that they create a virtual environment supporting simultaneously thousands of

players, which go online regularly to interact with the virtual world. While FPSs

games are round based action games, with short matches of about 15 minutes and

several matches in one session, MMOG gamers play one large continuous session with

varying parameters. The real-time restriction is caused by the interactive nature of

the application. As the gamer is interacting with others via the server node (only

few characters are created by the server), responsiveness of the underlaying transport

network seems to be crucial for a great gaming experience, while the maximum

tolerable delays are much larger than those from other online games, like FPSs.

This way, the results of research and studies about MMOGs traffic show that

most of them use Transport Control Protocol (TCP) as transport protocol. Actually

[7] analyzes the traffic of World of Warcraft (WoW ), which is a popular Massive

Multiplayer Role Playing Online Game (MMRPOG) using TCP as transport protocol.
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TCP is connection oriented and offers a reliable connection. Due to network

congestion, traffic load, or other unpredictable network behavior, IP packets can be

lost or delivered out of order. TCP detects these problems, requests retransmission

of lost packets, rearranges out-of-order packets, and even helps minimize network

congestion to reduce the occurrence of the other problems. Once the TCP receiver

has finally reassembled a perfect copy of the data originally transmitted, it passes

that datagram to the application program. This attribute seems to be well suited

for MMOGs by preventing error propagation during long sessions. However, TCP

can introduce relatively long delays, in the order of seconds, while waiting for out-

of-order messages or retransmissions of lost messages before delivering data to the

application. The analysis at packet level shows that whilr the packet size in the

downlink direction could be modelled with a Weibull distribution, the uplink packet

sizes had large discrete steps, because of common player actions that were reported

to the server. Consequently delta impulses were used to simulate this traffic. WoW

TCP stream anlysis shows that the two flags ACK and PSH are set for a great number

of the packets. The ACK flag says that the ACK number is valid. The packet is at

least an acknowledgement of data that has been received. Delayed acknowledgment

(which consists of waiting for a while and then acknowledge a group of packets all

together) is not a good idea in real time application, as it would introduce extra

delay in case of retransmission. On the other hand, the PSH flag tells the receiving

end of the TCP connection to ”push” all buffered data to the receiving application.

However it is seen that not all of the packets carry a PSH flag. Extracting these

packets, it is seen that most of them are full Maximun Transmission Unit (MTU)

size, so we assume that in this case the application sends datagram units larger than

the MTU. The TCP service then splits the units down to MTU in order to transmit

them. The last packet of this block is assigned with a PSH flag. This way, packets

were associated to applications datagrams, defined between two consecutive PSH

flags.

On the other hand, [8] shows the traffic analysis of another popular TCP-based

MMRPOG, ShenZhou Online. The experiment results confirm some of the al-

ready mentioned characteristics of the traffic of these kind of games. Client packets

and server packets are very different in payload. While clients packets contain one

player’s commands, server packets involve nearby characters’s actions and states and

also systems messages. Furthermore, the distribution of packets interarrival times

is different for clients and server. Server packets interarrival times are quite regu-

lar, showing that servers broadcast information to clients on a regular basis. This

investigation concludes that while RTS games must be based on TCP as transport

protocol, and UDP is well suited for FPSs, it is not so clear for MMRPOGs, as TCP

comprises mechanisms such as reliable transmission or in-order delivery that seem to

be ineffective for this kind of games causing unnecessary transmission latencies.

Furthermore, several studies have focused on the main parameters which influence
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the QoS perceived by the players, which can be said to be end-to-end delay (latency)

and jitter (variation between packets delays). Most of Internet connections have

enough bandwidth available to play online games, as they require small amount of

data rate, e.g 34 kbit/s for Counter Strike, 5kbit/s for Warcraft and 128 kbit/s

for WoW , see [9] and [10]. On the other hand the influence of these parameters is

not going to be the same on different classes of online games. As mentioned above,

FPS games demand for the lowest latency, as the player has direct control over his

avatar. This way, the player is able to notice even very low delays between his action

and the action of the avatar.

In [9] the impact of latency and jitter on the subjective users’ perception on online

games is shown. Player’s experience (skill) is also used as a factor for the analysis,

and different classes of games are evaluated (including two FPSs, Counter Strike and

Unreal Tournament 2003). To achieve comparable results, the Game Outcome Score

(GOS) and the MOS are introduced. GOS is an objective value, which represents

one player’s relative contribution to the total score of all players. On the other

hand, MOS is used for subjective quality measurements, as it is based on human

perception. It can take values from 1 to 5 in this case (1= impossible to play the

game and 5= perfect environment). The obtained results show that player’s skill is the

most important factor when perfect network conditions, resulting in a high relation

between the players’ skill and the obtained GOS values. In second place, latency

seems to have always an important influence on the subjective user’s perception. For

both games, Counter Strike and Unreal Tournament 2003, MOS values keep above

3 (acceptable environment) for latencies up to 150 ms. Nevertheless, although both

of them are FPS games, they show different MOS results for delays of about 500

ms, while Counter Strike is still playable, Unreal Tournament 2003 requires a server

change. To examine the effect of jitter over MOS, random delays between 0 and

50 or 150 ms are created for each packet with no correlation between consecutive

packets. High correlation is seen between MOS and jitter, although MOS remains

quite well (above 4=very good environment) for high jitter values up to 150 ms.

This way, we can conclude that the main factor which influences the subjective users’

perception on FPS games is the latency. Furthermore, skill doesn’t seem to have an

important effect over MOS values, while it seems to be the most important factor

when analyzing GOS values. To evaluate the combined effect of latency and jitter

on multiplayer games, multi-dimensional linear regression analysis is used to find

correlations between the measured values.

The first paper which studies QoS for a MMORPG is seen in [10]. In this paper,

subjective quality perceived by WoW players is evaluated for different values of delay

and jitter. We need to keep in mind that, as said before, this game run over TCP

protocol, which handles packet loss at the expense of introduce an extra delay due

to the packet retransmission, and that this game has low bandwidht requirements,

and because of it jitter and delay are finally the parameters under evaluation. An
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standard PC is set up to run WoW connected to Internet via a dummynet system.

This software is a flexible tool that can be used to add an additional network delay

to the Internet access, and this way it allows to evaluate the user’s satisfaction for

different delay and jitter values. The jitter is realized with a number of pipes, each

featuring a discrete delay value. For each packet another pipe is selected. As said

before, these kind of games rely on dedicated servers owned by the company which

owns the game. This way, the quality of the connection to the game server cannot be

controlled. The TCP delay is evaluated of captured packets from a wireshark client

running on the game client. Round Trip Time (RTT) is measured between segment

transmission and ACK receipt and the delay value is obtained by dividing RTT by

two. To obtain subjective MOS values, several volunteers are evaluated and the test

method Absolute Category Rating (ACR) is used. One test sequence is presented at

a time and rated independently on a category scale. It means that evaluated people

just rate the perceived quality after a sequence, giving it a value from 1 to 5 in a

MOS scale (1=bad, 5= excellent). To performance the measurements, the delay

added in the dummynet system is increased in steps of 20 ms up to 200ms, and for

each step all of the jitter settings (10,20,30 ms) are ran. Obtained results show that

delay has an stronger influence over MOS than jitter. However, delay variation has

also a negative effect over the subjective quality perceived by users, although this

effect is less significant than the observed on FPS games. The Principal Component

Analysis (PCA) is used to determine the influence of the two parameters, delay and

jitter. Defining variability as the percentage of the data sets variance which is covered

by the variance of a particular component, the total variability corresponding to the

information of the two components is over 95%. This way, two components are

sufficient to model the variance of the data.

All these results provide a useful information needed for the development of this

work.

1.3 Problem Definition

The main objective of this thesis is to provide an estimation of the perceived QoS of

MMOGs, particularly Tibia, which is the game under evaluation, in mobile networks.

In order to do that properly, MOS values for given networks parameters need to be

obtained. In the first place, we need to identify which are the impairments with the

strongest impact on such a perceived quality. In this direction, several parameters

were considered, like data-rate or jitter. However, delay is the parameter which

shows the most important impact on the perceived quality within the limits of a

mobile network. Furthermore, because of the main characteristics of this kind of

games they have to deal with high delays. Therefore, the user satisfaction is tested

in this work concerning the delay as input parameter, so the main goal of this thesis

can be finally said to be to model the perceived QoS of Tibia as a function of delay.
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Once that this main goal has been definded, we require to obtain MOS val-

ues in order to map network parameters on subjective data. We need a controlled

measurement environment which allows us to collect subjective data and networks

parameters, following a particular methodology.

Chapter 2 describes the main characteristics of MMOGs and particularly of Tibia.

Chapter 3 shows such a controlled environmet, the followed test methodology and a

particular test setup, adapted to Tibia as the MMOG under evaluation. Chapter 4

presents the obtained results, provided by users after the performed tests, and gives

a detailed interpretation of them. Chapter 5 proposes and evaluates a MOS metric

for Tibia, based on previous results, followed by the applications of such a metric in

mobile environments. Finally Chapter 6 provides a summary of the whole work, the

main conclussions that can be extracted of it and proposes some possible future work

lines.





Chapter 2

Characteristics of MMOGs and

Tibia

In order to correctly analyze MMOGs and the quality which is perceived by players

of these games, we need to understand some of their main characteristics, as some

of them can determine which are the network impairments with the strongest impact

over such a perceived quality.

One of these main characteristic is that they create a virtual permanent world

which is able to support simultaneously hundreds or thousands of players. Dedicated

servers are needed to support the permanent world, as these games keep on running

continuously. These servers are hosted by the software company that owns the game

title, and they must control and update content. This way server packets payload

contains information about character’s actions and states, and systems messages also.

As a result, these packets are much larger than those from clients, which contain only

one player’s commands.

Because of the enormous amount of gamers which can be online at the same time,

these games use to feature one unique universe, and copy it onto different servers.

This way, players are separated and can interact only with the gamers connected to

same server, which is supporting just a portion of the total load originated by the

game. This is a critical point regarding to latency, as different players connected to

the same server show different networks conditions and delays, which can be added

up to each other while players interact.

On the other hand, as said before most of MMOGs are TCP-based. This protocol

is a reliable stream delivery service that guarantees delivery of a data stream sent

from one host to another without duplication or losing data, as the responsiveness

of the underlaying transport network is a crucial factor for this particular interactive

application. However, as exposed in [8] the mechanisms used by this protocol in

order to provide such a reliability can be considered unappropiated for these games.

9
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One of this mechanisms used by TCP to provide a reliable transmission is based on

a positive acknowledgement policy. It implies that when a host receives a segment,

it must generate an ACK packet to notify the sender that the segment has been

correctly received. This way, the segment is not assumed to be correctly received until

this ACK has been received by the sender. Consequently this mechanism introduces

a large proportion of pure ACK packets in the game traffic. Moreover, as clients

packets are usually quite small, containing just one player’s command like ”walk” or

”attack”, the overhead of the TCP/IP header is very large compared to the volume

of the application payload of clients packets. In summary, TCP/IP headers consume

a large proportion of the total used bandwith.

On the other hand, TCP also guaratees in-order delivery so that the receiver

application can process the data stream in the same order generated by the sender,

as a packet cannot be processed by the destination host until all preceding packets

have been received. Concerning MMOGs, it is important to consider that some

server packets containing dialogue messages, as well as most of the clients packets

indicating users actions, such as movements or fighting actions, cannot be processed

out of order. Nevertheless, most of server packets contain state updates, responses

to queries or information about some equipment and can be processed out of order,

so in-order processing of all game packets can be said to be unnecessary. Actually,

the two main causes of out-of-order delivery, packet reordering in the network and

packet loss can increase latency significatively, specially the second one, as it takes a

lot of time for the sender host to detect and retransmit a lost packet.

Furthermore, in order to provide an effective and fair use of the network by

different flows, TCP employs a window-based traffic regulation system, where the

congestion window (cwnd) limits the maximum number of packets which can be

sent within RTT. The window increases on receipt of an ack packet, and decreases

when a packet loss is detected, and this way the window is supposed to reflect the

available bandwidht for use by the current flow, as the packet lost is seen as a

signal that the window size is beyond the legitimete share of bandwidth. However,

it is not usual in MMOGs as the application often has a smaller amount of data

to send compared to the capacity it could use. Consequently, the window could

inappropriately restricts the departure of game packets, as the cwnd should reduce

to two packets before beginning transmission, if the sender host has not sent data in

an interval exceeding the retransmission timeout (RTO). As the generation of game

packets is slow so that intervals between successive packets can be longer than the

retransmission timeout, TCP could assume that a packet loss has occurred and that

the present connection is idle, so it would unnecessarily reset the congestion window

causing aditional transmission latency.

Finally, we need to keep in mind that as MMOGs are not turn based, players

are encouraged to go online frequently, to interact during long sessions with the

permanent world, which is continuously running.
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This investigation is focused on Tibia, which is a TCP-based MMRPOG. These

are the most important kind of MMOGs, where player assumes the role of the avatar,

a fictional character, and has indirect control over his actions.

There are a lot of possible actions to performance:

• Walk through Aurea, the Tibia universe.

• Talk to inhabitants of Aurea.They are characters created by the game in order

to help your character to complete its quests.

• Fight monsters (just moving towards them), in order to get experience points,

and rise in level.

• Store useful weaponry, which can be used to fight or protect parts of the body

by armour.

• Talk to other players and cooperate with them.

This game has been selected to be evaluated because it can be supported by

several operating systems like Windows, Symbian or Java. This way, TibiaME is a

version of the game developed for mobile phones, and it can support the same tasks

that the PC version, although the resolution of this version is much lower, see Figure

2.1. It was released in 1997, and at the moment it has about 250.000 players around

the whole world 1. In order to be able to play TibiaME on a mobile phone, at least

a General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) access point is required to connect to the

Internet.

Figure 2.1: Screenshots of Tibia Micro Edition.

1www.tibiame.com





Chapter 3

Measurement Setup and Test

Methodology

The first step of this work is to develop a test setup for subjective evaluation of the

QoS perceived by MMOGs players, in order to map network parameters on subjective

data. A controlled measurement environment need to be developed so that we can

determine and collect subjective and network parameters, following a particular test

methodology. After that, the observed dependencies between the obtained data are

investigated in order to design a MOS metric to define the QoS for Tibia in mobile

environments.

3.1 Measurement Setup

In this section such a measurement environment is described. An standard PC, with

LCD monitor and high resolution, is set up to run the Tibia client. The PC is

connected to the Internet via a WANem system 1, acting like a bridge between the

test device and the Internet access, see Figure 3.1. It is a Wide Area Network (WAN)

emulator, meant to provide real experience of Internet, during development or test on

a Local Area Network (LAN) environment. WANem allows to setup a transparent

application gateway in order to simulate WAN characteristics like network delay,

packet loss, packet corruptions, jitter, bandwidth, etc. It provides a WAN network

characteristics emulation, and allows for applications to be tested in a realistic WAN

environment. Thus, we are able to evaluate the perceived quality when simulating

the pre-defined network delay values.

1http://wanem.sourceforge.net

13
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Figure 3.1: Measurement Setup with Additional Delay.

3.2 Test Methodology

The test methodology proposed in this thesis is based on ITU T P.800 [11] and

ITU T P.910 [12]. These recommendations can provide a basis for subjective testing

of multimedia applications. However, they are not specifically defined for online

games, so some modifications need to be applied in order to adapt them to this

particular application. Furthermore, in order to define the employed test methodology

we recurred to previous work related to this research [10], [13].

To measure the perceived quality of MMOGs, the use of subjective scaling meth-

ods are required. The condition for such measurements to be meaningful is that there

exists a relation between the physical characteristics of the sequence presented to the

subjects in a test, and the nature of the sensation caused by such a sequence. Thus,

this relation is assumed. The ACR is chosen as scaling method, as it seems to be

the one which best fits the purposes of this work. The ACR is a category judgement

where the test sequences are presented and rated independently on a category scale.

The method specifies that after each presentation the subjects are asked to evaluate

the quality of the presented sequence. It is important to take into account that the

method does not provide an explicit reference. This way ACR is able to provide a high

variance in the results, not like other methods in which also the original sequence is

presented and serves as a reference for the test subjects. The sequences are presented

in arbitrary order, showing each of them a particular degradation (delay value). The

same sequence, even with different degradation must not appear in succession.

Thereby, after each presentation the test subjects evaluate the quality of the

presented sequence giving it a value from 1 (bad) to 9 (excellent) in a prepared form,

see Table 3.1. A nine grade scale is chosen because of the fact that it can provide a

higher variability in the MOS obtained results than the typically used 5-grades scale.
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Grading value Estimated quality Impairment
9 Excellent Imperceptible
8
7 Good Perceptible but not annoying
6
5 Fair Slightly annoying
4
3 Poor Annoying
2
1 Bad Very annoying

Table 3.1: ITU 9-points Quality Scale.

3.2.1 Definition of Test Sequences

As said before, some modifications need to be applied to the test methodology pro-

posed in the mentioned recommendations in order to adapt it to online games. In

this direction, the most important point to be taken into account is the interaction

that exists between the user and the game. Actually, it supposses the main difference

between testing online gaming and other multimedia applications.

Because of it, a tutorial is showed to the test subjects before the presentation of

each of the test sequences. The purpose of the videos is to show to the test subjects

what they are expected to do during the test. This way, we try to reduce as much

as possible a bad perceived QoS caused by no experience at all with the game.

On the other hand, such an interaction between the user and the game has also a

critical importance when defining different tasks that can be performed while playing.

During the game the character can walk and fight some bugs. Furthermore, in

the right part of the screen it can be seen an inventory with several items that can be

manipulated by the character by moving, collecting or opening them. Finally, in the

lower part of the screen, another window shows different chatting messages which are

exchanged between the character and another character created by the game itself

in order to guide the gamer through the game, see Figure 3.2.

This way, four different tasks or aspects of the game are distinguised:

• Walking.

• Fighting.

• Manipulating Items.

• Exchanging Messages.
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Figure 3.2: Screenshot of Tibia.

These four aspects, that constitute a critical point of this work as explained later,

are based on different interactions between the user and the game. Consequently,

they show different responses concerning their delay sentiveness.

When Walking and Fighting, the user interacts directly with the game server,

which means that it’s required to wait for an answer from the server before seeing

any action on the screen. However, when Manipulating Items and Exchanging

Messages the action is seen inmediately on the screen because the user interacts

with the client and because of it, these actions show a lower sensitiveness to delay

increase than Walking or Fighting. Anyway, a positive answer from the server

must be received, so high delays can also force the user to repeat the permorfed

actions. The definition of these four tasks in which the game can be divided, leads

to introduce another modification in the test methodology. This way, for each of the

test sequences several questions are formulated, concerning these different tasks.

The time required for each task of the game in every test sequence is determined

from the videos showing each of the test sequences.

Finally six test sequences are defined with a duration of about 2 minutes each.

The test sequences are presented after the corresponding video, each of them with

a different value of added delay from the pre-defined delay setting, which ranges

from 100ms to 900ms. After each presentation, the test subjects must answer the

questions concerning the different aspects of the sequence giving them a value from

1 to 9 in the prepared form already explained.
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3.2.2 Test Subjects

The tested subjects form a group of 21 people, which range different ages, gender,

education and experience on this field. However, most of them are males and older

than 25 years old, see Figure 3.3. The distance to the monitor is not fixed, but people

seem to be confortable at a distance of about 35 cm.

Figure 3.3: Test Subjects.

3.3 Test Peformance Summary

Now that the test setup and the followed test methodology have been described,

we are in position to provide a brief explanation about how the tests were finally

performed in order to obtain the MOS results. Such results will represent the quality

perceived by players of Tibia as a function of delay.

First of all, some information about the test volunteer is collected: age, gender,

education and experience on this field. After that, following the ACR method, the

test volunteer is said that there will be six different game sequences, that must be

evaluated independently by answering the questions associated to each of them. In

order to do so, each question, concerning the perceived quality during such a game

sequence for different aspects of the game, has to be answered by giving it a value

from 1 to 9 from a pre-defined quality scale. The 9-points scale is presented to the

test volunteer in a written form, so that the volunteer knows exactly what does each

grade mean and which is the relation between the scale and the quality perceived

during the game sequence. Furthermore, the volunteer is also said that before each

game sequence, a tutorial with a duration of about 2 minutes will be shown, so that

the subject is able to play the game, and perform the corresponding tasks during the

test. The main goal of these videos is to reduce as much as possible a bad perceived

quality due to no experience with the game.

The Tibia client is run on a PC connected to the Internet via a WANem system,

so that each of the game sequences are presented to the volunteer with a particular

added delay value taken from a predefined delay setting: 0,100,300,500,700 and 900

ms. The volunteer doesn’t know which is the particular delay associated to each game

sequence, trying to avoid any predisposition when evaluating the perceived quality.
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After each test sequence, the corresponding questions are presented to the vol-

unteer in a written form:

• How do you rate the experience when walking?.

• How do you rate the experience when fighting?.

• How do you rate the experience when manipulating items from the inventory?.

• How do you rate the experience when sending or receiving messages?.

These questions concern the four different tasks that are distinguised in the game.

As they are answered independently after each game sequence, we obtain independent

MOS values associated to each task of the game for every delay value. This will be

very useful when modelling the perceived quality of the game as a delay function, as

these tasks are based on different interactions between the user and the game server,

and consequently they will show different delay sensitiveness.

The time required for each volunteer to perform a whole test sequence is around

3 minutes, depending on the added delay value. Taking into account the tutorials

duration and the time required for the volunteers to answer the questions, the duration

of each test is about 35 minutes.

The key aspects of this section were the introduction of the videos before the

presentation of the test sequences and the subjective evaluation of the different

aspects of the game separately. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first

study that introduces this kind of modifications to the test methodology which is

tipically employed when evaluating the perceived QoS of multimedia applications.

Such modifications are based on the direct interaction between the user and the game

server, which is a critical aspect of online games, and one of their main differences

with other applications. Actually, such interactions between the users and the game

server constitute a basis for the whole work as will be explained later.



Chapter 4

Measurement Results and

Interpretation

4.1 Measured MOS Results

Now that the test setup has been defined, the preliminary obtained MOS results are

depicted. First of all it is important to remark here that as explained before, for

each of the test sequences, associated to a particular added delay value, different

quentions are formulated. Each of these questions concerns one of the four tasks of

the game already described. This way, MOS obtained results for each delay value

can be given by

MOS = {MOSi}, i = {1, ..., 21}, (4.1)

where i represents the volunteer number i, and MOSi is a group of four scores

given by each volunteers to each of the test sequences, concerning the different tasks

of the game. Thus, MOSi is expressed as

MOSi = {MOSWALKINGi,MOSFIGHTINGi,MOSMANIPULATINGi,MOSMESSAGESi}.
(4.2)

However, in order to obtain a preliminary interpretation of the results, the dif-

ferences between the tasks of the game are not taken into account. It means that

four scores are given by each volunteer to each of the test sequences, associated to

each delay value. In summary, as the group of volunteers is built of 21 people, the

MOS obtained results associated to each delay value, without taking into account

the different tasks of the game involve a number of 84 samples and are given by

MOS = {MOSn}, n = {1, ..., 84}, (4.3)
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where n represents the number of samples.

Figure 4.1: Measured MOS Results.

Figure 4.1 is a so called Whisker plot. This particular representation is employed

here to display box plots of the multiple data samples. Each of the boxes represents

the 84 scores which have been given by the whole group of volunteers to each of the

test sequences, associated to a particular added delay value.

These plots represent properties of the data set. On each box, the central mark

is the median value, described as the middle value of a group of given samples. The

median of a finite list of numbers is found by arranging all the observations from

lowest value to highest value and picking the middle one. In the case of an even

number of samples, the median is the average value of the two middle elements.

The edges of the box are the 25th and the 75th percentiles. A percentile is defined

as the value of a variable below which a certain percent of observations fall. This

way, lower edge shows the score below which 25% of the observations may be found,

and the upper edge represents the score below which 75% of the observations may

be shown. The whiskers extend to the most extreme datapoints the algorithm

considers to be non outliers, which means the extreme datapoints in a range of 1.5

the interquartile range, the range between the edges of the boxes. On the other

hand, the outliers are plotted individually.

This way, there are important conclussions that are extracted from these results:

• These results are coherent in the sense that, as expected, the obtained scores

decrease as the added delay values increase.

• However, even with no added delay the highest median obtained value, situated
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near 7, is lower than expected. This is due to the fact that it has not been

possible to avoid completely a bad perceived quality caused by no experience

with the game.

• Furthermore, the boxes are large and also the range between the whiskers is

high. For instance, it can be seen that boxes grow for delay values above 300

ms. Furthermore, for delay values of 500 and 700 ms the range between the

whiskers involves the whole scale from 1 to 9. It means that the results show

a high variance, the scores are too spread out around the median values. Such

a high variance in the results is not expected when the MOS scale involves 9

grades, and there are 84 samples associated to each delay value.

Now that these results have been initially interpreted, the mean and sample

standard deviation of such MOS results are calculated in order to obtain a better

characterization of them, see [19]. The mean is calculated as the arithmetic average

of the set of MOS values associated to each delay:

µMOS =
1
N

N∑
n=1

[MOSn] =
1
84

84∑
n=1

[MOSn] (4.4)

On the other hand the standard deviation is a measure of how spread out the

MOS data are, calculated as the square root of the arithmetic average of the squares

of the deviations from the mean:

σMOS =
1
N

N∑
n=1

√
[MOSn − µMOS ]2. (4.5)

N is the total number of samples and MOSn represents the n-th MOS sample

associated to one particular delay value.

However, we don’t have data for the complete population, but only data for a

sample taken from the population. Because of it, the calculated mean is just the

sample mean and not the population mean. Consequently, instead of the standard

deviation, an unbiased estimator of it must be used. Such an estimation is called

sample standard deviation, denoted by s and calculated as:

sMOS =
1

(N − 1)

N∑
n=1

√
[MOSn − µMOS ]2 =

1
(83)

84∑
n=1

√
[MOSn − µMOS ]2.

(4.6)
This correction, the use of N − 1 instead of N , is known as Bessel′s correction,

see [19]. It must be applied when the standard deviation has to be estimated by

examining a random sample taken from the population.
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Obtained values are shown in Table 3.1:

Delay (ms) µMOS ± sMOS
0 7.048 ± 1.214
100 6.947± 1.292
300 6.234 ± 1.612
500 4.964 ± 1.814
700 3.952 ± 1.969
900 3.156 ± 1.689

Table 4.1: MOS Results: Mean and Sample Standard Deviation.

As expected, very high sample standard deviation results are obtained for delay

values above 300ms, higher than 1.6, coherently with the boxes representation. As

explained before, shown boxes get to be quite large from such a delay value also,

showing a high variance in the MOS data. Consequently, the MOS results can be

said to be spread around the mean values from a delay value of 300 ms.

4.2 Splitted MOS Results

Because of the previous results we decided to split the obtained MOS results into

four groups, each of them for one of the different tasks of the game that have been

defined. It is possible by taking into account the different questions after the same

test sequence, each of them concerning the different tasks of the game, that are

answered independently by the volunteers.

As explained before these tasks show different sensitiveness to the dely increase,

and because of it the perceived quality can not be the same for all of them, even with

the same added delay value. This decision of splitting the MOS results is based on

the idea that such a high variance in the results is due to the difference in the delay

response of the tasks of the game, and consequently it can be reduced by analyzing

independently the MOS results for each task of the game. This way, MOS results for

each task are obtained as:

MOS1 = {MOSWALKINGi}, i = {1, ..., 21}, (4.7)

MOS2 = {MOSFIGHTINGi}, i = {1, ..., 21}, (4.8)

MOS3 = {MOSMANIPULATINGi}, i = {1, ..., 21}, (4.9)

MOS4 = {MOSMESSAGESi}, i = {1, ..., 21}, (4.10)

where i represents the volunteer number i, ranging from 1 to 21.
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In order to properly analyze these new MOS results and be able to compare them

with the previous ones, their mean and sample standard deviation values need to

be calculated:

µMOSk
=

1
N

N∑
n=1

[MOSkn] =
1
21

21∑
n=1

[MOSkn] (4.11)

s
k

=
1

(N − 1)

N∑
n=1

√
[MOSkn − µMOSk

]2 =
1
20

21∑
n=1

√
[MOSkn − µMOSk

]2.

(4.12)
where k={1,...,4}represents a particular task in the game. N is the total number

of samples, and MOSkn represents the n-th sample associated to one particular delay

value for the k-th task of the game.

We remark here that now the total number of samples is equal to the number of

volunteers, as just one score is given by each volunteer to each task of the game for

a particular delay value.

Obtained values are shown in Tables 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5:

Delay (ms) µMOS1
± sMOS1

0 7 ± 1.183
100 6.667 ± 1.494
300 5.476 ± 1.537
500 3.286 ± 1.347
700 2.286 ± 1.230
900 1.714 ± 0.902

Table 4.2: Walking MOS Results: Mean and Sample Standard Deviation.

Delay (ms) µMOS2
± sMOS2

0 6.385 ± 1.163
100 6.625 ± 0.869
300 5.125 ± 0.971
500 4.077 ± 1.283
700 3 ± 0.894
900 2.625 ± 1.163

Table 4.3: Fighting MOS Results: Mean and Sample Standard Deviation.
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Delay (ms) µMOS3
± sMOS3

0 7.286 ± 1.055
100 7.190 ± 1.289
300 6.952 ± 1.499
500 5.619 ± 0.973
700 4.333 ± 1.527
900 3.190 ± 1.504

Table 4.4: Manipulating Items MOS Results: Mean and Sample Standard Devi-
ation.

Delay (ms) µMOS4
± sMOS4

0 7.524 ± 1.249
100 7.308 ± 1.392
300 7.381 ± 1.244
500 6.875 ± 1.159
700 6.095 ± 1.445
900 5.095 ± 1.480

Table 4.5: Exchanging Messages MOS Results: Mean and Sample Standard De-
viation.

From these splitted results we calculate the sample standard deviation values

associated to each delay value as the average over the sample standard deviation

values obtained for each task of the game. The comparison of these results, denoted

as sMOSTASK
, with those obtained from previous MOS results without taking into

account the tasks of the game, see Table 4.1, show that splitting MOS results improve

sample standard deviation results, as they have been reduced, see Table 4.6:

Delay (ms) sMOSTASK
sMOSTASK

vs. sMOS

0 1.165 4.28 %
100 1.261 2.40%
300 1.313 18.55%
500 1.190 34.40%
700 1.274 35.30%
900 1.262 27.83%

Table 4.6: Improvement in Sample Standard Deviation for Splitted MOS Results.

From Table 4.6 some important conclussions are extracted:

• While the improvement in the sample standard deviation results is very poor

(lower than 5%) for delay values of 0 and 100 ms, such an improvement in-

creases for added delay values of 300 ms and beyond (35.30% for 700 ms).

These results show that the differences in the delay response between the tasks
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of the game become significatively at 300 ms, explaining the high variance in

MOS results from this delay value, when the differences between the tasks of

the game weren’t taking into account.

• On the other hand, the sample standard deviation values stays very high,

around 1.25, which means that the splitted MOS results are still quite spread

out around the mean values

• Nevertheless, it is important to remark that now the number of samples taken

into account to obtain the splitted MOS results, and consequently to calculate

the sample standard deviation values, is equal to the number of volunteers.

This way, a high variance in the results is expected when the number of scores is

21 and the MOS scale involves a range from 1 to 9. In summary, the reduction

in the sample standard deviation values can be said to be significative when

comparing MOS results obtained for a number of 84 samples, and splitted

MOS results involving just 21 scores for each delay value. Consequently, we

conclude that splitting MOS results for the tasks of the game is a good way

to reduce their variance, as it is expected that the reduction in the sample

standard deviation would be higher when taking into account a higher number

of volunteers.

In order to illustrate the mentioned differences in the delay sensitiveness between

the tasks of the game, mean values of splitted MOS results are shown in Figure 4.2:

Figure 4.2: Splitted MOS Results for Four Independent Tasks.

• Walking and Fighting show the highest sensitiveness to delay increase, as the

corresponging MOS results start decreasing strongly when the added delay

value is 100 ms.
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• Manipulating Items is less sensitive to delay increase as the MOS results remain

quite high, at about 7, until the added delay value reaches 300 ms.

• Exchanging Messages shows the flattest response to delay. The MOS results

stay near 7 until the added delay value is 500 ms. Althoug the results decrease

slightly for higher delays, the lowest MOS value obtained for the highest delay

of 900 ms is still quite high, near 5.

Consequently, as said before, such differences between the delay response of the

tasks of the game can explain the high variance in the global MOS results when the

added delay value is above 300 ms. Furthermore, the curves that represent the MOS

values for Walking and Fighting are quite similar. Actually, these two tasks are

performed in almost the same way during the game and they are based on the same

interaction between the user and the game server and because of it, they are decided

to be joint by considering them as one single task.

MOS1,2 = {MOSWALKINGi,MOSFIGHTINGj}, i, j = (1, ..., 21), (4.13)

where i and j represent the volunteer.

Figure 4.3: Splitted MOS Results for Three Independent Features.
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These way, both the game and the MOS results are finally divided into three inde-

pendent features: Walking and Fighting, Manipulating Items and Exchanging

Messages. Mean MOS values corresponding to these features are shown in Figure

4.3.

4.3 Summary and Conclusions on MOS Results

In this section we showed first of all the MOS results provided by the volunteers,

without taking into account the differences between the four tasks that are distin-

guised in the game: Walking, Fighting, Manipulating Items and Exchanging

Messages. These results were characterized by a high variance, specially significa-

tively when the added delay reaches values of 300 ms and beyond. Because of that,

looking for the causes of such a high variance, we decided to analyze independently

the MOS results associated to each of the tasks of the game. This was possible

because during the tests several questions were associated to each test sequence in

order to obtain, for each delay value, an independent score corresponding to each of

the four tasks of the game. Splitted MOS results showed a decrease in the associ-

ated sample standard deviation values, indicating that the differences in the delay

response of the tasks of the game, based on different interactions between the user

and the game server, was the main reason of such a high variance in the previous

MOS results. Actually, the sample standard deviation improvement is specially

meaningful from a delay value of 300 ms, showing that from this value the different

delay sensitiveness of the tasks of the game consitute a critical point that must be

kept in mind in order to properly analyze the QoS of the game as a function of delay.

Furthermore, as Walking and Fighting are based on the same interaction between

the user and the server, they showed a quite similar delay response. Consequently

they were joint into one single feature and as a result the game was finally divided

into three different features: Walking and Fighting, Manipulating Items and

Exchanging Messages.

In summary, such a division into three independent features can be said to be a

critical point of this work. It introduces a new methodology of analyzing MOS results

when testing QoS of online games because of the relations between the users and

the game server. This way, the differences between the delay response of the aspects

of the game are taking into account, and the MOS results associated to each of

these three features are analyzed independently. Furthermore, this division has also

a critical importance in the metric design, which is explained in the next chapter, as

an independent metric is defined for each feature of the game.





Chapter 5

MOS Metric Design

5.1 Metric Definition

In this section we will make use of the results obtained in Chapter 4 to build a metric

to define the impact of delay onto the subjective gaming quality. As said before, the

division of MOS results in three independent curves, each of them associated to one

of the features of the game, constitutes a critical part of this thesis. It is due to the

fact that it is used to define the metric model by modelling independently the MOS

results obtained for each feature.

Obtained MOS results need to be fitted to a polynomial P (X) of degree N that

best fits the data in a least squares sense. We do so by using the MATLAB function

polifyt [15] which finds the coefficients of such a polynomial.

P (X) = P1.X
N + P2.X

N−1 + ...+ PN .X + PN+1. (5.1)

Least squares [14] may be interpreted as a method of fitting data. The best fit,

between modelled data and observed data, in its least squares sense, is an instance

of the model for which the sum of squared residuals has its least value, where a

residual is the difference between an observed value and the value provided by the

model.

5.1.1 Fitting Metric to a Data Set

The objective consists of adjusting the parameters of a model function to best fit a

data set. A data set consists of k points, called data pairs, <xi, yi>, i = <1, ..., k>,

where xi is an independent variable and yi is a dependent variable whose value is

found by observation.

In this case, for each feature of the game, xi represents the added delay value

expressed in ms, and yi is the mean value of the MOS results associated to that

29
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particular delay. This way, k represents the number of data pairs and it is equal to

six, as it is the number of possible delay values.

X = {0, 100, 300, 500, 700, 900}. (5.2)

<xi, yi> = <xi,MOSi>, i = {1, ..., 6}. (5.3)

As said before, the model function has the form P (X), where the parameter

values for which the model ”best” fits the data need to be found. The least squares

method finds its optimum when the sum, S, of squared residuals given by the next

expression is minimum.

A residual is defined as the difference between the value of the dependent variable

and the predicted value from the estimated model:

ri = yi − P (xi), (5.4)

and the sum of squared residuals S is given by:

S =
K∑

i=1

(r2i ) =
6∑

i=1

(r2i ). (5.5)

where K represents the number of points or data pairs.

Consequently the minimum of the sum of squared residuals is found by setting

the gradient to zero:

δS

δPj
= 2.

K∑
i=1

(
δri
δPj

) = 2.
6∑

i=1

(
δri
δPj

) = 0, j = {1, ..., N + 1}. (5.6)

where Pj are the parameters of the polynomial P (X) of grade N .

5.1.2 Polynomial MOS Metric Design

Three independent metrics need to be designed to fit the mean values of the splitted

MOS results obtained for the three different features of the game.

First of all, it is important to fix the grade of the polynomial, N , as it determines

the shape of the designed metric [16].

Linear Fitting:

If N=1 , P (X) is a first degree polynomial equation:

P (X) = P1.X + P2 = a.X + b. (5.7)

This is a line with slope a. Such a line can connect any two points, so a first degree

polynomial equation is an exact fit through any two points.
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Quadratic Fitting:

If the order of the equation is increased to a second degree polynomial, then P (X)
is given by:

P (X) = P1.X
2 + P2.X + P3 = a.X2 + b.X + c. (5.8)

This will exactly fit a simple curve to three points.

Cubic Fitting:

If the order of the equation is increased to a third degree polynomial, P (X) is

expressed as:

P (X) = P1.X
3 + P2.X

2 + P3.X + P4 = a.X3 + b.X2 + c.X + d. (5.9)

This will exactly fit four points.

A more general statement would be to say it will exactly fit four constraints. Each

constraint can be a point, angle, or curvature, which is the reciprocal of the radius

of an osculating circle. Bearing this in mind, the first degree polynomial equation

could also be an exact fit for a single point and an angle while the third degree

polynomial equation could also be an exact fit for two points, an angle constraint,

and a curvature constraint. If there are more than N + 1 constraints, N being the

degree of the polynomial, then an exact fit to all the constraints is not certain but

might happen, for example, in the case of a first degree polynomial exactly fitting

three collinear points.

Sometimes an exact match just can’t be found by increasing the degree of the

polynomial equation. Depending on the algorithm used, a divergent case can be

found, where the exact fit cannot be calculated, or it might take too much computer

time to find the solution. Furthermore, sometimes is more desirable to obtain the

effect of averaging out questionable data points in a sample, rather than distorting

the curve to fit them exactly. Either way, we have to make a trade off between

the number of parameters and the quality of the fit, and an approximate solution is

necessarily accepted. Because of it, in order to understand the quality of the fit and

to evaluate the approximation we has to define a performance or error metric. This

way, according to this metric we can find optimal parameters. One of these metrics

is the least squares method.

Consequently just first, second and third order polynomials are evaluated trying

to find the polynomial equations that best fit the mean MOS results for each feature

of the game. Higher order polynomials are not studied here, as it is not possible to

calculate them with this particular algorithm and with only six pairs of data for each

feature of the game. The least squares method is used to compare how well the

different polynomials fit the data. In the next tables, the parameters of the analyzed

polynomials and S, the sum of squared residuals, are shown for each feature of the

game.
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Estimated MOS a b c d S
a.X + b −5.601.10−3 6.856 — — 0.516
a.X2 + b.X + c 1.705.10−6 −7.108.10−3 7.015 — 0.405
a.X3 + b.X2 + c.X + d 1.345.10−8 −1.660.10−5 −1.023.10−3 6.768 0.049

Table 5.1: Walking and Fighting MOS Estimations.

Estimated MOS a b c d S
a.X + b −4.744.10−3 7.738 — — 0.765
a.X2 + b.X + c −3.856.10−6 −1.337.10−3 7.379 — 0.196
a.X3 + b.X2 + c.X + d 8.763.10−9 −1.578.10−5 2.627.10−3 7.219 0.045

Table 5.2: Manipulating Items MOS Estimations.

Estimated MOS a b c d S
a.X + b −2.544.10−3 7.773 — — 0.545
a.X2 + b.X + c −3.640.10−6 6.720.10−4 7.434 — 0.039
a.X3 + b.X2 + c.X + d −8.544.10−10 −2.477.10−6 2.856.10−4 7.449 0.037

Table 5.3: Exchanging Messages MOS Estimations.

From tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 we extract that the polynomials that best fit the data

are the third grade ones, as they provide the lowest sum of squares residuals, with

values always below 0.05. It is important to keep in mind that low-order equations

tend to be smooth while high order ones show ups and downs. This is due to the

fact that the maximum number of inflection points possible in a polynomial curve

is N − 2, where N is the order of the polynomial equation. An inflection point is

a location on the curve where it switches from a positive radius to a negative one.

As seen before, the curves that represent the MOS of the features of the game show

an inflection point for a particular delay, where the MOS values start to decrease

significately with delay. This way, third grade polynomials are able to represent such

an inflection point. Consequently, the estimated MOS for all the features of the game

are finally expressed as:

• Walking and Fighting MOS metric definition:

Estimated MOS1,2 = 6.768−1.023.10−3.X−1.660.10−5.X2+1.345.10−8.X3.

The delay shows here the highest influence over the estimated MOS, with

a negative weight of 1.023.10−3, introducing a negative slope from 6.7685,

which is the estimated MOS when no added delay value. The squared and

cubed delays present a lower impact on the estimated MOS, with weights in

the order of 10−5 and 10−8 respectively. It is telling that the cubed delay

presents a positive weight. Because of that the decreasing of the estimated
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MOS with delay and squared delay is somehow compensated, so the obtained

estimated MOS doesn’t show a very steep slope, specially for the highest delay

values of 700 and 900 ms, see Figure 5.1.

• Manipulating Items MOS metric definition:

Estimated MOS3 = 7.219−2.627.10−3.X−1.578.10−5.X2+8.763.10−9.X3.

The delay shows here again the highest influence over the estimated MOS, with

a negative weight of 2.627.10−3, introducing a negative slope from 7.219, the

estimated MOS when no added delay value. The squared delay presents also

a negative weight, but with a lower influence as such weight is in the order of

10−5. Moreover, because of the positive weight of the cubed delay, 8.763.10−9,

the estimated MOS doesn’t show a very steep slope, specially for the highest

delay values of 700 and 900 ms. Furthermore, such estimated MOS remains

stable until the delay reaches values of 300ms, see Figure 5.2.

• Exchanging Messages MOS metric definition:

Estimated MOS4 = 7.449+2.856.10−4.X−2.477.10−6.X2−8.544.10−10.X3.

The delay shows here a positive influence of weight 2.856.10−4, which was un-

expected. However, the squared and cubed delays present a negative influence

over the estimated MOS, with weights of 2.477.10−6 and 8.544.10−10.X3 . As

a result of this, the estimated MOS remains stable until the delay reaches a

value of about 500ms, and then decreses slightly for higher delays values, see

Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.1: Estimated MOS over Subjective MOS Results for Walking and Fight-
ing.
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Figure 5.2: Estimated MOS over Subjective MOS Results for Manipulating Items.

Figure 5.3: Estimated MOS over Subjective MOS Results for Exchanging Mes-
sages.

5.1.3 Game Sequence MOS Metric Definition

Now that the independent MOS metrics for each feature of the game are defined, it

remains to determine how they must be combined in order to reflect the influence of

the delay response associated to each feature over the perceived quality correspond-

ing to a whole test sequence. This way, it will be possible to estimate the MOS

results corresponding to any game sequence. In this direction, it is assumed that the
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MOS results obtained for a whole test sequence are influenced by the MOS results

corresponding to each feature of the game in a linear way, depending of the time

percentage required by the particular feature on such a test sequence. Consequently,

the quality which is perceived by a user concerning a particular test sequence can be

obtained as the linear combination of the scores given by the user to each feature of

the game, by giving such scores a particular weight depending of the time that the

particular feature requires in the test sequence. This way, the MOS corresponding to

any test sequence can be estimated as the linear combination of the three indepen-

dent metrics previously defined for each feature, giving them a weight that is equal

to the time percentage (divided by 100) required by the particular feature in such a

sequence:

Estimated MOSSequence = δ1,2/100.MOS1,2+δ3/100.MOS3+δ4/100.MOS4.

where δi represents the time percentage required by feature i in the particular

game sequence.

Table 5.4 shows the time requirements of each feature of the game in the six test

sequences that are used in order to perform the tests. Furthermore, we have defined

a standard scenario where the time requirement of each feature is calculated as the

average over the time percentages for each feature in such test sequences.

Test sequence Walking and Manipulating Exchanging
Fighting Items Messages

1 79.27% 20.73 % —
2 53.53% 19.19% 27.27%
3 40 % 27.14 % 32.86%
4 41% 30% 29%
5 29.3 % 56.89% 13.79%
6 65.66% 11.11% 23.23%
Standard scenario 56.64% 22.62% 20.74%

Table 5.4: Test Sequences and Time Percentage Required for each Feature of the
Game

This standard scenario is used to illustrate how the proposed metric is able to

estimate the MOS corresponding to a particular game sequence, by taking into ac-

count the importance of each feature in such a sequence:

Estimated MOSStandardScenario = 0.5664.MOS1,2+0.2262.MOS3+0.2074.MOS4
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Figure 5.4 shows the MOS estimation obtained for the standard scenario, and the

relation that there exists between such an estimation and the subjective MOS results

provided by the volunteers is depicted in Figure 5.5. As explained before, we assume

that the quality perceived by each volunteer after a game sequence can be obtained

as the linear combination of the scores given to each feature, giving them a particular

weight depending on the time that they require in the particular sequence.

Figure 5.4: Estimated MOS Results for a Standard Scenario.

Figure 5.5: Estimated vs. Subjective MOS Results for a Standard Scenario.
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5.1.4 Metric Performance Measures

To validate the performance of the proposed estimator, the Pearson (linear) corre-

lation factor [17] is applied. It is the most familiar measure of dependance between

two quantities and it is obtained by dividing the covariance of the two variables by

the product of their standard deviations:

r =
(x− x)T (y− y)√

((x− x)T (x− x))((y− y)T (y− y))
. (5.10)

This correlation factor just represents linear dependences between the studied

variables. This way, the Pearson correlation factor is 1 in the case of a increasing

linear relationship, indicating the degree of dependence between the two variables.

Consequently, the closer the coefficient is to 1, the stronger the correlation between

the variables.

Here, r is the Pearson correlation factor calculated for each volunteer, expressing

the dependence between the MOS estimated for a particular game sequence and

the subjective MOS results provided by each volunteer corresponding to the same

sequence. The vector x corresponds to the subjective MOS values given by each

of the volunteers associated to each particular delay value, previously weighted in

order to associate them to the particular game sequence as explained before and x
corresponds to average over x. Vector y corresponds to the prediction made by the

proposed metric and y corresponds to average over y. The dimension of x and y
refers to amount of tested delay values.

The obtained results for the Pearson correlation factor show 96.6% correlation,

calculated as the average over the correlation factors calculated for each volunteer.

Thus reflects an excellent fit of the proposed metric with the subjective MOS results.

5.2 Proposed Metric vs. Linear and Quadratic Metrics

Furthermore, the Pearson correlation can also be used in order to compare this pro-

posed third grade metric with metrics which are based on first and second grade

polynomials to fit the MOS associated to the features of the game. We must remind

here that such first and second grade metrics provided worse results in terms of sum

of squared residuals when fitting the subjective MOS results corresponding to the

features of the game than the third grade one, and because of it they have not been

finally used in the metric design, see Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3.

This way, the Pearson correlation is used here to analyze the dependence between

the subjective MOS results provided by users, associated to the defined standard sce-

nario, and the estimated MOS results associated to the same game sequence, if first

and second polynomials were employed in the metric design, in order to confirm that

the proposed third grade metric provides better results also in terms of correlation.
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Figure 5.6: First Grade Estimated MOS Results over Subjective MOS Results
for all the Features of the Game.

Figure 5.7: Second Grade Estimated MOS Results over Subjective MOS Results
for all the Features of the Game.

Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 represent the estimation of the subjective MOS re-

sults associated to the features of the game by first and second grade polynomials

respectively.

On the other hand, the estimated MOS associated to the standard scenario is

obtained as explained before, as a linear combination of the three independent metrics

defined for the features of the game, giving them a particular weight depending on the
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time requirements of each feature. The obtained results for the Pearson correlation

factor, calculated as the average over the correlation factors calculated for each

volunteer show 91.1% correlation when the metric is based on first grade polynomials,

and 95.8% correlation for a metric based on second grade polynomials. Consequently,

these results show that exists a high dependence between the subjective MOS results

and the metrics based on first and second grade polynomials, although the proposed

third grade metric fits better such subjective results with a correlation of 96.6%. In

summary, we confirm that the proposed third grade metric provides the best results

when fitting subjective MOS results, in terms of correlation as well as in terms of

sum of squared residuals.

5.3 Metric Performance Evaluation

However, previous correlation factors just indicate a strong dependence between our

proposed third grade metric and the subjective MOS results provided by all the 21

users, all of them used to design such a metric. Consequently, very high correlation

is expected. In order to properly evaluate the proposed metric methodology it is

required to divide the subjective MOS results into two independent groups. This

way, an evaluation set is defined by taking into account the MOS results provided by

only 13 users, see Figure 5.8. This set is used to obtain three independent metrics,

corresponding each of them to one feature of the game, as explained before. After

that, once that the independent metrics are designed, the MOS results corresponding

to any game sequence can be estimated as a linear combination of these metrics.

Finally, such estimated MOS results are compaired with the subjective MOS results

corresponding to the same game sequences, provided by a training group, built of

the 8 users that are not included in the evaluation set.

Figure 5.8: Evaluation Set MOS Results for each Feature of the Game.
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Following the metric definition previously described these results obtained from

the evaluation set must be fitted by third grade polynomials, so they are estimated

as:

• Evaluation set Walking and Fighting MOS metric definition:

MOS1,2= 6.837 + 4.559.10−3X − 3.099.10−5X2 + 2.204.10−8X3.

The delay shows here the highest influence over the estimated MOS, with an

unexpected positive weight of 4.5590.10−3, introducing a positive slope from

6.8371, the estimated MOS when no added delay value. On the other hand the

squared and cubed delays present a lower impact on the estimated MOS, with

weights in the order of 10−5 and 10−8 respectively. However the cubed delay

presents also a positive weight and because of it, and the positive weight of

delay, the decreasing of the estimated MOS with squared delay, which begins to

be significatively at 100 ms, is somehow compensated so the obtained estimated

MOS doesn’t show a very steep slope, specially for the highest delay values of

700 and 900 ms, see Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9: Estimated MOS over Subjective MOS Evaluation Set Results for
Walking and Fighting.

• Evaluation set Manipulating Items MOS metric definition:

Estimated MOS3 = 7.129− 5.997.10−3X − 2.516.10−5X2 + 1.536.10−8X3.

The delay shows here again the highest influence over the estimated MOS, with

a negative weight of 5.997.10−3, introducing a negative slope from 7.129, the

estimated MOS when no added delay value.
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The squared delay presents also a negative weight, but with a lower influence

as such weight is in the order of 10−5. Moreover, because of the positive

weight of the cubed delay, 1.536.10−8, the estimated MOS, which decreases

significativley from a delay of 300 ms, becomes stable at delay values of 700

and 900 ms, see Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10: Estimated MOS over Subjective MOS Evaluation Set Results for
Manipulating Items.

• Evaluation set Exchanging Messages MOS metric definition:

Estimated MOS4 = 7.499− 2.669.10−3X + 7.945.10−6X2− 9.097.10−9X3.

The delay and cubed delay have a negative impact of weight 2.669.10−3 and

9.097.10−9X3. However, the cubed delay presents a negative influence over

the estimated MOS, with weights of 9.097.10−9 . As a result of it all, the

estimated MOS remains stable until the delay reaches a value of about 500ms,

and then decreses slightly for higher delays values of 700 and 900 ms, see Figure

5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Estimated MOS over Subjective MOS Evaluation Set Results for
Exchanging Messages

Again the estimated MOS corresponding to the standard scenario previously de-

fined can be expressed as the linear combination of these three independent metrics,

by giving them a weight which depends of the time requirements of each feature.

Figure 5.12: Evaluation Set Estimated MOS Results for a Standard Scenario.

Once that the estimated MOS for the standard scenario is obtained from the

evaluation set, see Figure 5.12, it remains to represent the relation that exists between

such an estimation and the subjective MOS results which are obtained from the

training set, properly weighted in order to associate them to the standard scenario

too. Such relation is represented in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: Evaluation Set Estimated MOS vs. Training Set Subjective MOS
Results for a Standard Scenario.

The Pearson correlation factor is used again in order to determinate the de-

pendence between the designed metric obtained from the evaluation set, and the

subjective MOS results obtained from an independent training set. This way, for

the standard scenario the obtained results for the Pearson correlation shows 94.79%

correlation, calculated as the average over the correlation factors calculated for each

of the 8 volunteers that build the training set. Furthermore, the correlation factors

are also calculated in the same way for the six studied test sequences, see Table 5.5.

Test sequence r
1 0.923
2 0.949
3 0.954
4 0.955
5 0.944
6 0.939

Table 5.5: Correlations of the Proposed Metric for Different Test Sequences be-
tween Independent Evaluation and Training Sets

From these high correlations results, we extract that the proposed metric fits

perfectly with the subjective MOS results , even when the defined metric is obtained

from an evaluation set, and the subjective MOS results involve an independent train-

ing scores set. Furthermore these results are coherent with those obtained in related

work. Actually [18] proposes an audivisula metric for automated prediction of audi-

visual quality, which is suitable for mobile stremaing services, showing a correlation

with test results of 91%.

Summarizing, it is possible to estimate the perceived quality of any game se-
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quence of this particular game as a function of delay, as the linear combination of

the three independent metrics defined for each feature of the game by third grade

polynomials. In order to obtain such estimation, these metrics must be given a par-

ticular weight depending on the time requirements of each feature on the particular

game sequence. Consequently we must remark here that the whole proposed metric

design relies on the assumption that the subjective perceived quality associated to

a particular game sequence is obtained as the result of the combination of those

scores which are given independently to each feature of the game, where this combi-

nation depends on the time distribution of the features in the particular test sequence.

5.4 Metric Applications in Mobile Environments

Now that the MOS metric is defined and evaluated for a standard PC environment,

it remains to analyze how this proposed metric fits also with mobile networks, as

the main goal of this work is the estimation of the perceived QoS of MMOGs in

mobile environments. In order to do that properly, we need to understand which

are the main limitations of current mobile networks. Thereby, we would be able to

determine which are the typical delay values to deal in these kind of networks, and

consequently to obtain an estimation of the perceived quality corresponding to such

values by applying the proposed MOS metric already designed.

In this direction we analyze the evolution of 3G mobile networks since the deploy-

ment of GPRS and UMTS, providing wireless Internet access to a growing population

of mobile users, see [20],[21] and [22].

3G networks aim to merge two of the most successful paradigms in communi-

cations, mobile networks and the Internet. At the present moment (2009), cellular

telephone networks provide services to over one billion users worldwide. Those ser-

vices include telephone calls, but are not limited to them. Current mobile networks

provide also messaging services, ranging from text messages to multimedia applica-

tions including video, audio, text or online games.

In order to understand how to merge the Internet and the cellular worlds, we need

to distinguise two different domains in 3G networks, namely the circuit-switched and

the packet-switched domains. The circuit-switched domain is an evolution of the

technology used in Second Generation (2G) networks. The circuits in this domain

are optimized to transport voice and video, although they can also transport instant

messages. This technology has been in use since the birth of the telephone. Nev-

ertheless, the current trend is to substitute it with a more efficient packet-switched

technology.

Cellular networks follow this trend, so 3G networks have a packet-switched do-

main. This domain provides Internet Protocol (IP) access to the Internet. While 2G

terminals can act like a modem to transmit IP packets over a circuit, 3G terminals
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use directly a packet-switched technology to perform data communications. Thereby

data transmissions are much faster and the available bandwidth increases dramat-

ically, and as a result mobile users can do everything they can do over any other

broadband Internet connection.

GPRS is a packet oriented mobile data service available to users of the 2G cellular

communication systems Global System for Mobile communications (GSM). This is

done by overlying a packet based air interface on the existing circuit-switched GSM

network. 2G cellular systems combined with GPRS are often described as 2.5G, that

is, a technology between the second (2G) and third generations of mobile telephony.

In GPRS the voice traffic is circuit-switched while data traffic is packet-switched,

which enables the resources to be used concurrently while being shared between

multiple users. GPRS allows the interconnection between the mobile network and

the Internet with a theoretical maximum speed of 171.2 kbit/s. Furthermore, one

of the main features introduced by GPRS is that it enables the users to be always

connected. While traditional circuit-switched networks force users to go throug a

dial-up process, the connection will always be available for GPRS users. This feature

mades possible the introduction into mobile networks of multimedia aplications like

online games or blogging. Nevertheless, there are some limitations in the GPRS

networks, such as low speed, as practical speed is much lower than theoretical speed.

Getting GPRS functionality into mobile networks makes people see some of the real

benefits of the mobile Internet, but it also creates an urge for more speed, more

capacity and more features.

The limitations of the GPRS networks are eliminated to a certain extent by the

introduccion of the Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE), considered a

subset of the GPRS sytems, as can be installed on any system with GPRS deployed

on it. The major advantage is that existing GSM networks can be upgraded for it,

thus preventing huge costs needed to roll-out the 3G networks and at the same time

giving services with data rates similar to those of UMTS, 384 kbit/s.

However, 2G systems lacked capacity, global roaming and quality, and amount

of data that could be sent. Thereby the 3G cellular networks were developed with

the aim offer high speed data and multimedia connectivity to subscribers. The In-

ternational Telecommunications Union (ITU) defined 3G systems to be capable of

supporting speed data up to 2Mbit/s.

UMTS is one of the 3G mobile technologies, allowing users to connect to the

Internet with a data transfer rate of 384kbit/s. One of the main characteristics of

UMTS is that it can provide different QoS for different classes of traffic. One of these

classes is the interactive class, including online games or location based services. In

this traffic class, the subscriber requests the information and then has to wait for it to

arrive. Moreoever, the time to download also depends on the number of subscribers

logged on to the system and the system capacity itself. Because of it, UMTS users

of applications such as online games are forced to deal with higher delays than those
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users of voice traffic or video telephony, involved in the conversational class, where

the low end-to-end delays are the key aspect.

Furthermore, many UMTS networks have been or are in process of being upgraded

with HSDPA, a packet based data service enabling data rates up to 14.1 Mbit/s in

the downlink connection, improving spectral efficiency and providing lower delays in

real time applications.

Cocerning our particular work, and in order to apply the previously defined MOS

metric for Tibia on mobile environments, we need to identify the typical delay values

which are present in current cellular networks. Measurements of RTT from an opera-

tional 3G network are shown in [23], separately for GPRS/EDGE and UMTS/HSDPA,

obtained from monitoring on the timestamp of TCP packets. Packet level traces are

captured on the so-called ”Gn interface” links between the Serving GPRS Support

Node (SGSN) and the Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN), integrating parts of

a3G Core Network. The elapsed time between the SYN in uplink and the associated

SYNACK in downlink is taken as the (semi)-RTT in the wired part of the network,

between the Gn link and the server in the Internet. On the other hand, the elapsed

time between the SYNACK in downlink and the associated ACK in uplink is taken as

the (semi)-RTT in the Radio Access Network (RAN), between the Gn link and the

Mobile Station.

Measurements results show that the median values for the wireless client-side

RTT are 100ms and 500ms for UMTS/HSDPA and GPRS/EDGE, while the 75th

percentile are around 200 ms and 900ms respectively. These RTT values include

the delay components internal to the client terminal, like packet processing time and

I/O buffer delay, or those due to a suboptimal implementation of the TCP/IP stack.

Furthermore, large delays can be due to user mobility, as the incoming downlink

packets are buffered in the network if the client is moving to another cell, until the

handover is complete.

On the other hand, the wired server-side RTT obtained results reach values of

about 10-20ms. Now we must remark here that our metric is defined as a fuction

of delays values which are added to the Internet connection just in one direction, in

the client side. In order to compare RTT values, we need also to take into account

the server-side RTT. However, such server-side RTT just reach values of about 10

ms from the Tibia servers, so that these values are assimilable to the wired server-

side RTT in mobile networks. Consequently, the delays we handle in our metric are

simulating the wireless client-side RTT in mobile networks.
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Finally, we are in position to obtain an estimation of the perceived quality of Tibia

in mobile environments, for UMTS/HSDPA and GPRS/EDGE respectively. Figure

5.14 shows this estimation for the previously defined standard scenario.

From these results we extract that just in 50% of cases, with a delay of 500ms,

GPRS/EDGE users would be able to play Tibia with an acceptable perceived quality,

situated aroud 5. However, a further estimation involving 75% of cases, with a

resulting delay of about 900ms, shows that the quality perceived by GPRS/EDGE

users would be very poor, lower than 3.

On the other hand, users of UMTS/HSDPA would be able to play Tibia with a

quite good perceived quality, situated around 7, for delays values of 100ms, in 50%

of cases, and also for delays of 200ms, involving 75% of cases.

Figure 5.14: Estimated MOS for GPRS/EDGE and UMTS/HSDPA for an Stan-
dard Scenario.

Tables 5.6 and 5.7 confirm previous results, showing separately an estimation

of quality perceivd by GPRS/EDGE and UMTS/HSDPA users, for the six studied

test sequences. Finally we conclude that the application of our MOS metric on

mobile environments reveals that current 3G cellular networks, with a significant

improvement in wireless-RTT in comparison with preceding mobile technologies like

GPRS or EDGE, are in position to provide a successful deployment of online games,

particularly Tibia, on mobile devices.
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Mobile Technology Percentile Delay(ms) Test Sequence Estimated MOS
1 4.46

GPRS/EDGE 50% 500 2 5.22
3 5.51
4 5.45
5 5.45
6 4.97
1 2.20

75% 900 2 2.99
3 3.28
4 3.20
5 3.14
6 2.76

Table 5.6: Estimated MOS Results for GPRS/EDGE for Different Test Se-
quences.

Mobile Technology Percentile Delay(ms) Test Sequence Estimated MOS
1 7.10

UMTS/HSDPA 50% 100 2 7.17
3 7.23
4 7.23
5 7.31
6 7.12
1 6.84

75% 200 2 6.97
3 7.06
4 7.06
5 7.18
6 6.89

Table 5.7: Estimated MOS Results for UMTS/HSDPA for Different Test Se-
quences.

5.5 Summary and Conclusions on MOS Metric Design

The main goal of this section was the design of a metric that could provide an

estimation, as a function of delay, of the quality perceived by users of Tibia. In

order to do that properly, we decided to define three independent metrics, associated

to the MOS results corresponding to the three features of the game showed in the

previous section. Such MOS results were finally estimated by cubic polynomials, as

they were the best on fitting our data in a least square sense. Once that the three
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metric was designed, the estimated MOS associated to a whole test sequence was

calculated as the linear combination of these three metrics, giving them a particular

weight depending on the time requirement of each feature of the game on the test

sequence.

Now the MOS metric design was established. However, in order to obtain a

reliable metric, we divided our subjective MOS results into two independent groups,

an evaluation set, used to perform the metric design in the way previously described,

and a training set. This way, we were able to compair subjective MOS results,

provided by the training group, associated to the six estudied sequences, with the

MOS estimations provided by our metric, associated to the same test sequences.

The Pearson correlation factor was used to determine the dependence between the

designed metric obtained from the evalution set, and the subjective MOS results

provided by the training set. The obtained results for the Pearson correlation showed

about 95% correlation, which indicates a high dependence between our metric and

the subjective MOS results. Consequently, we conclude that our metric provides a

good estimation of the quality perceived by users of Tibia.

The last step of this section was the application of our metric on mobile environ-

ments, in order to obtain an estimation of the quality perceived by users of Tibia on

mobile devices, which is actually the main goal of this thesis. From the application

of our metric we conclude that the quality perceived by UMTS/HSDPA users would

be quite good, situated around 7,in 75% of cases. On the other hand, just 50% of

GPRS/EDGE users would perceive an acceptable quality, situated near 5. Conse-

quently, this work shows that current 3G mobile networks improves significatively the

quality perceived by online players, due to an important decreasing of wireless-RTT

in comparison with preceding technologies, like GPRS or EDGE.





Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

Current 3G mobile technologies like UMTS or HSDPA provide users with broadband

mobile services, improving spectral efficiency and procuring a higher data rate and

lower delays in real time applications. Mobile users are allowed to access to permanent

online services on mobile devices, so new applications like online gaming have begun

to break into mobile networks. Thereby there are new requirements which need to

be taken into account in order to improve this kind of networks and the QoS which

is perceived by mobile users of these new real time interactive multimedia services.

Online gaming is one of the most important within these multimedia applications,

being MMOGs the most popular online games. Actually MMOGs repercussion has

significately increased in the recent years. Furthermore, their parcticular characteris-

tics, as the fact that they are ususlly TCP-based, and that hundreds or thousands or

simultaneous players interact with one single game server, force MMOGs users to deal

with high delays. Actually data rate or jitter were also studied in order to determine

which were the impairments with the strongest influence over the perceived quality of

these games, and finally delay showed the most important impact over such quality,

at least within the limits of a mobile network. Because of it, the user satisfaction

was tested concerning the delay as input parameter.

Thereby, the increasing repercussion of massive multiplayer online games, the ex-

pectation of a successful deployment of HSDPA networks and the increase of online

games played on wireless devices led to focus our investigation on the perceived QoS

of MMOGs in mobile environments. The main goal of this thesis was to provide an

estimation of such quality perceived by users of Tibia, the MMRPOG under evalua-

tion, as a function of delay, in order to determine if MMO gaming is actually possible

in current mobile networks with a high QoS.

In this direction, the initial step was to develop a test setup in order to obtain

MOS results through subjective quality evaluation for MMOG games, so that network

parameters are mapped on subjective data. We needed a controlled measurement en-
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vironment which allows to collect subjective data and networks parameters, following

a particular methodology.

For a subjective test we decided to use the ACR method, as it seems to be

the most suitable for this application, as the user deosn’t have access to the original

sequence. The test sequences were presented in arbitrary order, each of them showing

a particular added delay value, from 0 to 900 ms. After the presentation of each

sequence, the perceived quality was evaluated by giving it a value from 1 to 9 from

a predefined 9-points quality scale. One of the critical aspects of this thesis was the

modifications that needed to be applied to the test methodology tipically employed

when testing the perceived quality of multimedia applications. This way, we had

to keep in mind the interaction between the user and the game server, as here

we have the most important differnec between online games and other multimedia

applications. First of all, we decided to show a tutorial before the presentation of each

test sequence in order to show the volunteers what they were expected to do during

the test. With these videos we tried to reduce as much as possible a bad perceived

quality due to no experience at all with Tibia, so that the quality perceived by the

users was properly related to the particular added delay value. Secondly, for each

of the test sequences several questions were formulated and answered independently.

The goal of these questions was to obtain MOS results associated to the different

aspects of the game: Walking, Fighting, Manipulating Items and Exchanging

Messages. These aspects are based on different interactions between the client and

the game server, and consequently the show different delay sensitiveness.

Actually, obtained MOS results were firstly analyzed without taking into account

the differences betweeen the tasks of the game, and they were characterized by a high

variance. Nevertheless, splitted MOS results, analyzed independently for each task of

the game, showed a decrease in the associated sample standard deviation values,

indicating that the differences in the delay response of the tasks of the game was

the main reason of such a high variance in the previous MOS results. The sample

standard deviation improvement was specially meaningful from a delay value of

300 ms, showing that from this value the different delay sensitiveness of the tasks of

the game consitute a critical point that must be kept in mind in order to properly

analyze the QoS of the game as a function of delay. Furthermore, as Walking and

Fighting are based on the same interaction between the user and the server, they

showed a quite similar delay response. Consequently they were joint into one single

feature and as a result the game was finally divided into three different features:

Walking and Fighting, Manipulating Items and Exchanging Messages. Such

a division into three independent features was another critical aspect of this thesis,

as it introduced a new methodology of analyzing MOS results when testing QoS

of online games because of the different relations between the users and the game

server. Furthermore, these splitted MOS results had also a great importance when

defining a metric to provide an estimation of the perceived quality of Tibia, as we
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decided to define three independent metrics, each of them associated to the MOS

results corresponding to the three features of the game. Such MOS results were

finally estimated by cubic polynomials, as they were the best on fitting our data in a

least square sense. On the other hand, the estimated MOS associated to a whole

test sequence was calculated as the linear combination of these three metrics, giving

them a particular weight depending on the time requirement of each feature of the

game on the test sequence.

Thereby the basis of this thesis is the different delay responsiveness of the features

of the game, due to the different interactions between the user and the game server.

To the best of our knowledge this is the first study that provides an estimation of

the perceived quality of an online game as the linear combination of independent

estimations for each feature of the game. The Pearson correlation factor was used to

determine the dependence between the designed metric obtained from an evalution

set, and the subjective MOS results provided by an independent training set. The

obtained results for the Pearson correlation showed about 95% correlation, which

indicates a high dependence between our metric and the subjective MOS results.

Consequently, we conclude that our metric provides a good estimation of the quality

perceived by users of Tibia.

The last step of this thesis was the application of our metric on mobile environ-

ments, in order to obtain an estimation of the quality perceived by users of Tibia

on mobile devices. From the application of our metric we conclude that the quality

perceived by UMTS/HSDPA users would be quite good, situated around 7, in 75%

of cases. On the other hand, just 50% of GPRS/EDGE users would perceive an

acceptable quality, situated near 5. In order to propose some possible future work

lines, the next step should be the subjective evaluation of the quality perceived by

users when playing on mobile devices. We were not able to do so during our work

development because of problems when installing the mobile version of the game,

TibiaME, on the mobile terminal.

However, up to the moment the proposed metric provides a good estimation of

the quality perceived by users of Tibia on mobile environments. Our contribution

shows that current 3G mobile networks improves significatively the quality perceived

by online players, due to an important decreasing of wireless-RTT in comparison with

preceding technologies, like GPRS or EDGE.
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Las actuales tecnoloǵıas móviles de tercera generación como

UMTS o HSDPA ofrecen a los usuarios servicios móviles de banda

ancha, mejorando la eficiencia espectral y proporcionando altas

velocidades en la transmisión de datos y menores retardos en apli-

caciones en tiempo real. Dichos usuarios pueden por tanto acceder

desde sus terminales móviles a servicios que requieren una conexión

permanente a Internet por lo que nuevas aplicaciones, como los

videojuegos en ĺınea, han comenzado a introducirse en las redes

móviles. Como consecuencia hay nuevos requisitos que se deben

tener en cuenta a la hora de analizar este tipo de redes, con el

objetivo de aumentar la calidad de servicio (QoS) percibida por

los usuarios de estas nuevas aplicaciones interactivas en tiempo

real.

Los videojuegos en ĺınea son una de las más importantes de

estas aplicacione multimedia, siendo los videojuegos multijugador

masivo en ĺınea (MMOGs) los más populares, con una repercusión

que se ha incrementado significativamente en los últimos aos. Sus

carcteŕısticas particulares como el hecho de que se basan en TCP

como protocolo de transporte, o que permitan a cientos o incluso

miles de usuarios simultáneos interactuar con un único servidor, ll-

evan a sus jugadores a enfrentarse normalmente con altos retardos.

Estudios previos demuestran que de hecho el retardo es el factor

con una mayor influencia en la calidad percibida por los jugadores.

Por tanto, la satisfacción del usuario es evaluada en este proyecto

en función del retardo tomado como parámetro variable.

En definitiva, la creciente repercusión de los juegos online mul-

tijugador y su incipiente introducción en terminales móviles, aśı

como las expectativas de un exitoso desarrollo de redes móviles

con tecnoloǵıa HSDPA nos lleva a centrar esta investigación en

la calidad de servicio percibida por los jugadores de MMOGs en

entornos móviles. El principal objetivo de este proyecto es pro-
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porcionar una estimación de dicha calidad percibida por usuarios

de Tibia, elegido como juego en ĺınea para nuestra evaluación, en

función del retardo de la red. A partir de dicha estimación será

posible determinar si efectivamente el juego en ĺınea es posible en

las actuales redes móviles con calidad aceptable.

El punto inicial de este proyecto es el desarrollo de un entorno

controlado de prueba que haga posible obtener resultados subje-

tivos (MOS) a partir de la evaluación de la calidad percibida por

un grupo de usuarios constituido por 21 voluntarios, de distintas

edades, sexo y experiencia con juegos online. Dicho entorno nos

permite fijar las caracteŕısticas de la red, el retardo en este caso, y

relacionarlas posteriormente con los resultados subjectivos propor-

cionados por los usuarios, siguiendo una determinada metodoloǵıa.

Para desarrollar este entorno controlado de prueba el cliente de

Tibia se ejecuta desde un PC conectado a Internet a través de un

sistema WANem, que permite simular las caracteŕısticas de una

conexión real a Internet durante las pruebas ejecutadas en un en-

torno de área local (LAN).

La metodoloǵıa de prueba se basa en el metodo ACR, por ser

el que mejor se adapta a esta aplicación en particular, y en el que

el usuario no conoce de antemano la secuencia original. Las se-

cuencias de prueba se presentan arbitrariamente, cada una de ellas

asociadas a un determinado valor de retardo de red, desde 0 hasta

900 ms, siendo este valor de retardo desconocido para el usuario.

Tras la presentación de cada secuencia, la calidad percibida es eval-

uada por los usuarios, que dan una puntuación desde 1 hasta 9

sobre una escala de calidad predefinida. Uno de los aspectos mas

cŕıticos de este proyecto ha sido la necesidad de aplicar ciertas

modificaciones a la metodoloǵıa de prueba que se emplea normal-

mente en la evaluación subjetiva de aplicaciones multimedia. A

la hora de evaluar la calidad percibida en videojuegos en ĺınea es
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necesario tener en cuenta la interacción que existe entre el jugador

y el servidor del juego, ya que esta es una de las pricipales difer-

encias que existen entre esta aplicacion en particular y otras como

audio o video.

La primera modificación aplicada a la metodoloǵıa de prueba

consiste en mostrar un video antes de la presentación de cada se-

cuencia de juego, en el que se muestra al usuario lo que deberá

hacer durante dicha secuencia. Con estos videos pretendemos re-

ducir al máximo la posibilidad de obtener puntuaciones negativas

debidas a falta de experiencia con el juego y asegurarnos por tanto

de que las puntuaciones están correctamente relacionadas con las

caracteŕısticas de la conexión de red previamente fijadas.

En segundo lugar, tras la presentación de cada secuencia de

juego se formulan diversas preguntas al usuario, que son respondi-

das independientemente con una puntación del 1 al 9. El objetivo

de realizar distintas preguntas tras una misma secuencia es tener

en cuenta la relación que existe entre el retardo de red y la calidad

percibida por el usuario para las distintas acciones desarrolladas

en el juego: caminar y luchar, manipular objetos e intercambiar

mensajes. Estas acciones se basan en diferentes relaciones entre

el cliente y el servidor del juego, y consecuentemente mostrarán

diferencias en su sensibilidad ante el retardo de la red.

De hecho, analizando en primer lugar los resultados subjetivos

obtenidos sin tener en cuenta las diferencias entre los aspectos

del juego, observamos una varianza tremendamente alta. Sin em-

bargo, los resultados subjetivos analizados de forma independiente

para las distintas acciones muestran una significativa reducción en

términos de desviación t́ıpica. Por tanto, el juego queda dividido

en los tres aspectos mencionados previamente: caminar y luchar,

manipular objetos e intercambiar mensajes, asociando a cada uno

de ellos una respuesta subjetiva independiente.
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Esta división de los resultados subjetivos tiene además una

gran importancia a la hora de definir la estimación de la cali-

dad percibida por los usuarios de Tibia, ya que en este proyecto

se definen tres métricas independientes, cada una de ellas asoci-

adas a cada uno de los aspectos del juego. Dichas métricas se

basan en polinomios cúbicos, siendo estos los que mejor se ajus-

tan a nuestros resultados basándonos en el método de los ḿınimos

cuadrados. A partir de la combinación lineal de estas tres métricas

independientes, dando a cada una de ellas un peso en particular,

dependiendo del tiempo requerido en la secuencia por cada una

de las acciones, se obtiene finalmente la estimación de la calidad

percibida por los usuarios para una secuencia de juego completa.

El factor de correlación de Pearson es finalmente empleado para

determinar la dependencia que existe entre la métrica definida a

partir de resultados proporcionados por voluntarios de un grupo

de evaluación, y los aquéllos obtenidos de usuarios de un grupo

de prueba independiente. Los resultados obtenidos muestran una

correlación del 95%, de manera que podemos afirmar que nuestra

métrica proporciona una buena estimación de la calidad percibida

por los usuarios de Tibia en función del retardo.

El último paso de este trabajo es la aplicación de la métrica dis-

eada a entornos móviles, con el objetivo de obtener una estimación

de la calidad que percibiŕıan los usuarios de Tibia en terminales

móviles. Teniendo en cuenta los retardos t́ıpicamente presentes

en las actuales redes móviles, podemos concluir que la calidad

percibida por los usuarios seŕıa notablemente alta, con un valor

situado alrededor de 7, en el 75% de los casos en redes móviles

con tecnoloǵıa UMTS/HSDPA. Sin embargo, solo el 50% de los

usuarios de tecnoloǵıa GPRS/EDGE percibiŕıa una calidad acept-

able, con un valor próximo a 5.

En definitiva, podemos afirmar que la métrica propuesta en este
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proyecto proporciona una buena estimación de la calidad percibida

por usuarios de juegos enĺınea en entornos móviles. Nuestra con-

tribución muestra que las actuales redes móviles con tecnoloǵıa

UMTS/HSDPA mejoran significativamente la calidad percibida por

usuarios de juegos en ĺınea, dada una importante disminución de

los retardos presentes en redes móviles con dichas tecnoloǵıas.
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